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Solid and safe Investment, stable demand, stable price growth: 

Compared to other capital cities like Hong-Kong, London or New-York, Paris is still very cheap, this makes it 

potentially an especially safe and profitable investment over the few years to come, because the prices will 

very probably continue to rise constantly over a sustained period (2016: around +6%) it is the right time, more 

than ever to invest in Paris, France. There are also good development perspectives, Grand Paris, Brexit, the 

strong and stable euro value and of course it is one of the most visited cities in the world and among the most 

beautiful. 

World-class architecture and Hotspots: 

The monumentality of the city, its scale, grandeur, spectacular views and monuments that are true masterpieces 

of Architecture make this city unique. It also has some of the most beautiful hotspots combined with a high 

public safety even at night, amazing places to visit and to discover. An unequaled infrastructure (metro, High 

speed trains TGV, airports, navigable rivers etc..). It is an ideal “gateway” to Western Europe for private life and 

business. 

City of culture and gastronomy:  

Some of the most renowned restaurants in the world, and the wines that go with them, the Parisian nightlife, the 

fashion and luxury characterize the city. It is also home to the headquarters of International Organizations and 

companies. It has prestigious schools and universities (La Sorbonne etc.). It is home to the best hospitals in 

Europe, over 150 museums, Performing art venues, art galleries, and amazing places to shop. 

Owning in Paris: 

Owning a property in Paris makes you owner of a piece of history, indeed the city has over 2000 years of 

history, it will also give you a true insider taste and experience of the French “art de vie”, the sweet French way 

of life. Be it only as a secondary residence (for vacation) or for your primary home the investment is interesting 

and gives you access to a value hard to express in financial terms (art, culture, beauty, way of life etc..). As a 

secondary residence it can be interesting to rent it for short term rentals, this will cover the taxes, charges, and 

also give you an additional income from your property, Paris being very demanded and one of the most 

visited cities in the world it is very easy to get interesting returns when you aren’t using your property (we can 

recommend you real estate managing companies) 

Buying, Selling and researching with us : 

We do our best to make things easy and enjoyable for our customers. We offer the possibility of multilingual 

interaction, a friendly and available team offering a high-class professional international service tailored to the 

needs of each customer. If you wish to buy a property in Paris, sell or research.   We are at your disposal to 

meet your wishes and needs such as those of the most demanding customers (High quality photography, nice 

presentation videos made by a drone, multilingual etc..). We share our commissions generously with our 

collaborators and partners (30% to 50%) and we give back 5% of the company’s benefits to charity. 
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